
VBS Creative set "Flower Girls"
Instructions No. 2100
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 3 Hours 30 Minutes

These little flower girls look simply adorable. With the practical VBS creative set you can easily recreate the 5 girls. All you
need is a hole puncher, scissors, hot glue and crafting colours. This craft idea can be realised together with children.

Design the flower girls step by step:

1. Transfer the template for the flower skirt onto the dotted paper, the template for the wings onto tracing paper. Cut out everything. Punch a hole in the centre
of the flower skirts with a hole puncher.

2. Cut the round bars to 10 cm. Use a side cutter for example. Stick the cut sticks onto the wooden discs.Apply hot glue 3.5 to 4 cm above the wooden disc
(once around the wooden stick). Now pull the flowers onto the sticks.The applied hot glue prevents the skirts from slipping down.

3. Paint the wooden balls (25 mm) with different colours. The VBS craft colour set "Bonbon" is suitable for this, as it is colour-coordinated with the papers. As
soon as the paint has dried, the balls are pulled onto the wooden stick and placed over the skirts.

4. Cut the chenille wire into 10 cm pieces, wrap them once around the stick over the ball and form the arms. For the hands, thread wooden beads.

5. Draw faces on the larger wooden beads (30 mm); first sketch out faces with a pencil. Paint the eyes with white handicraft paint, draw a circle on the white
with ice blue and with a black liner paint the pupil, eyelashes, nose and mouth. Fix the wooden ball with hot glue on the chenille wire.

6. The hair of the flower girls is made of fairy tale wool. Take some fairy tale wool for each girl, put it into the hole of the wooden ball at the top, shape it a bit
and fix it with a little hot glue. Now the hair can be styled as desired.

7. Finally, glue the wings to the body from behind with hot glue.

Article number Article name Qty
13954 VBS Handicraft set "Flower Girls", five of them 1
133050 VBS Hole puncher 1
51163 Hot glue gun, 15-80 Watt 1
131803 VBS Handicraft scissors, 11 cm 1

Article information:



13916 VBS Craft paint set "Bonbon" 1
560078-80 VBS Craft paint, 15 mlWhite 1
762427 Pigma Micron case, set of 6 1

https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/newsletter/
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